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Ukrtelecom And Metinvest Digital To Implement Cloud Services
For Ukrtelecom's Users

Ukraine's biggest fixed line telecoms provider Ukrtelecom has entered into a contract with its strategic partner

Metinvest Digital to design, set up and support Microsoft Azure cloud services and Microsoft365 hybrid

infrastructure.

Ukrtelecom is implementing Windows Virtual Desktop infrastructure for 1.5 thousand work places and a long-

term data backup storage system on Azure Backup. Metinvest Digital will take care of architecture planning, user

data migration and subsequent support of the implemented systems.

Metinvest Digital is a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner. The company's center of excellence for infrastructure has

extensive experience developing the infrastructure of cloud solutions, implementing and supporting a wide range of

infrastructure technologies and data migration, which ensure the quality, efficiency and operational reliability of

clients' IT systems. Metinvest Digital migrated to the cloud and implemented cloud-based IT services for all the

entities of Metinvest in Europe and the United States last year. The company has recently finished the large-scale

migration of Group's two central data centers to the Microsoft Azure cloud platform.

Sergey Detyuk, CEO of Metinvest Digital:

- I am very pleased to say that the two companies are taking their partnership that started last year to a new

level. I am confident that Metinvest Digital's experience implementing cloud solutions and carrying out

migration will help Ukrtelecom build IT services in line with current market requirements for flexibility,

adaptability and reliability. Our approach to implementing infrastructure solutions for clients is based on

world's best practices, which means ensuring the highest level of reliability of IT services.  I hope that the

results we will achieve for Ukrtelecom will reinforced our partnership. 

Kirill Goncharuk, CIO of Ukrtelecom:

- We are glad to continue our partnership with Metinvest Digital.  This time our teams will be developing

infrastructure solutions for business based on Microsoft Azure services. Given the modernisation of

Ukrtelecom's home network, advances in high-speed fiber optic data lines and Metinvest Digital's expertise, we

expect that the level of continuity of Ukrtelecom's business processes will be further enhanced and a flexible

and adaptive technical toolkit will be created for our specialists.
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